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Abstract
Transparent liquid flattening or stretching realizes optical path length modulation. A flat thin seal transparent cavity, one flank is an electromagnetic
driving membrane and is filled over with transparent liquid. Vibration of the
membrane makes the liquid compressing or stretching, changes the liquid
layer thickness, i.e. the optical path length of light through the liquid layer.
The liquid layer compressed is equivalent to increase membrane tension. The
membrane has higher resonant frequency. The cavity diameter 10 mm modulation frequency is about 18 kHz.
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1. Introduction
In general, laser self-mixing interference has only one optical path. It is an advantage in optical arrange, but also is a disadvantage in optical modulating. The
phase modulation for self-mixing interference can adopt inserted an AOM or
EOM into the optical path, modulating operating current (MOC) or vibrating
laser diode modules [1]-[7]. AOM, EOM or MOC may cause optical intensity
modulating. Vibrating laser diode modules cannot achieve a high modulating
frequency, because the modules are still large and heavy. Like as AOM, if the
modulation does not cause modulating structure in optical media, the modulator
will do not produce light scattering. Optical intensity modulating will not generate. When the length of optical media is much shorter than the wave length of
acoustic wave, a machine wave does not be produced in the media. Also the optical modulating structure does not be formed. The machine vibration only causes the media layer flattening or stretching. Optical path length of light passing
through the media layer will be modulated.
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2. Principle
The principle of the optical path length modulator is shown in Figure 1. The refraction index of the liquid is n. The refractive index of the medium around the
container is na. The thickness of container is L. When the container is not in the

Figure 1. The principle of the optical path length modulator.

optical path, light passing L length, the optical path length is naL. If the metal foil
is in sinusoidal vibration, amplitude A, frequency f. The container inserts in the
optical path. The variation of optical path length

∆L =

( n − na ) L + ( n − na ) A sin ( 2πft )

(1)

On the right side of Equation (1), the first item is a constant, the second item
modulates optical path length, modulating amplitude is

( n − na ) A .

For self-

mixing interference, the variation of optical path length causes phase modulation,

Δδ =

4π ( n − na ) A

λ

sin ( 2πft )

(2)

If ( n − na ) far smaller than 1, the metal foil vibrating amplitude needs bigger
to achieve a certain degree of phase modulation, which is difficult for high frequency vibration. Although modulation frequency of the modulation method is
far less than the modulation frequency of AOM and EOM [1] [2], it can be
higher than modulation frequency of light source vibration method [6] [7].
The container inserting optical path may reflect light. Let the transparent
window parallel the rigid and transparent cover, and optical path length of the
container is nearly equal to an integral multiple of the laser wavelength, or optical length of laser diode resonator. Such arrangement can reduce the light reflection.
Sound speed in liquid is about hundreds to more than 1000 of meters per
second. The geometric thickness of the container is about 1mm. The metal foil
of dozens of kHz vibration stirs the sound wave, which wavelength is much
larger than the container’s geometry dimensions. A modulated structure should
not be provoked in a liquid of the container. If metal foil vibration amplitude is
in the laser wavelength scale, the flattening or stretching of the liquid little affects light absorption in the container. Optical intensity modulating does not
generate.

3. Structure
The structure of the optical path length modulator is shown in Figure 2. The
driving apparatus of the metal foil is similar to an internal magnetic type speaker. The moving coil is bonded on the left side of the metal foil, the transparent
2
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Figure 2. The structure of the optical path length modulator.

window is on the other side. The moving coil inserts into a magnetic cup, on
whose center there is a hollow permanent magnetic pole. Then the magnetic cup
and the container are bonded by epoxy resin. The moving coil weight is about
0.05 g. The transparent window weight is about 0.01 g. Surface density, weight
and radius of the circular metal foil are about 0.0893 g/cm2, 0.07 g and 0.525 cm,
respectively. The liquid in the container is clock oil, whose refractive index is
about 1.4870, measured by Abbe refractometer.
Using self-mixing interference technique measures the vibration magnitude
and resonant frequency of the circular metal foil. The feedback lights respectively come from the transparent window on the circular metal foil and a stationary
reflection surface behind the container for unfilled and filled with liquid. The
vibration frequencies of the circular metal foil on the container unfilled with liquid are shown in Table 1. f0 is resonant frequency. M is resonant magnitude how
much is fringe number. Vpp is peak-peak value of excitation source. f1 is vibration frequency at which vibration magnitude is one interference fringe. Tr is
transmission rate. Vspp is magnitude of self-mixed interference signal. There is
not any another resonant frequency in the interval of 2 kHz to 42 kHz.
Table 1. The frequency and magnitude of the circular metallic foil on the container before filled with liquid.
f0/kHz

M

Vpp/V

f1/kHz

Tr

Vspp/V

8.60

4.5

8.6

13.6

0.939

4.77

The vibration frequencies and amplitude of the circular metal foil on the container half-filled with liquid are smaller than the ones of unfilled with liquid. But
the vibration frequencies of filled over with liquid are approximately twice of
unfilled with liquid. The vibration amplitude is smaller than the unfilled with
liquid, shown as Table 2.
Table 2. The frequency and magnitude of the circular metallic foil on the container after
filled over with liquid.
f0/kHz

M

Vpp/V

f1/kHz

Tr

Vspp/V

18.00

2.0

8.6

19.00

0.939

4.77

The container half-filled with liquid, the circular metal foil vibrates to flatten
or stretch the liquid in the container, but not to compress the liquid, whose mass
and viscosity impede the circular metal foil vibration. The container filled over
3
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with liquid, the circular metal foil vibration must compress, as well as flatten or
stretch the liquid, whose mass and viscosity smaller affect the vibration. For
phase modulation of self-mixing interference, the transparent window on the
circular metal foil only needs displacement about 0.5 laser wave length [6] [7].
The geometric thickness of the container is about 1 mm. The laser wave length is
650 nm. If the vibration of the circular metal foil is symmetrical, the volume
variation of the liquid is about 8 × 10−5, that needs a large driving force. The vibration of the circular metal foil should be asymmetrical. The displacement toward the liquid side is smaller than toward the air side. When driving current is
applied to the moving coil, the coil itself will be heated, and thermal conduction
through the circular metal foil also heats the liquid. The liquid is in the hot
pressure status. The liquid compressed, its elasticity appears. The tension per
unit length of the circular metal foil equivalently increases, therefore, for the vibrating system consisted of circular metal foil and liquid in a closed container,
the resonant frequency enlarges.

4. Application
The optical path length modulator, which prototype is shown in Figure 3(a),
inserts between laser diode and target, as shown in Figure 3(b). In order to further reduce reflective light of the modulator into the laser diode, the modulator

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Prototype (a) and using scheme(b) of the modulator.

is slightly tilted. The vibration frequency of modulator is about 18 kHz. Using
USBee DX Pro acquiring modulation signals [8], Fourier transform spectrum
components extraction methods [6], and LabVIEW programming demodulate
signal, and display the waveform and vibration spectrum [8]. When the target is
a 2.25-inch speaker excited by a 20 Hz square wave signal, vibration waveform is
shown in Figure 4. From the waveforms of damped oscillation can distinguish
vibration magnitude of about λ/4. The speaker vibration spectrum is shown in
Figure 5.

Figure 4. The speaker vibration waveform. Horizontal scale: 20 ms/Div, vertical scale: 1
λ/Div.
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Figure 5. The speaker vibration spectrum. Horizontal scale: 100 Hz/Div, vertical scale:
au/Div.

5. Conclusion
The modulator can achieve optical path length modulation. The modulator filled
over with liquid has higher modulating frequency. The modulator does not induce light intensity modulated. The modulating frequency is still too low. To increase modulating frequency, mass and radius of the driving coil and the metal
foil need further decrease. Selecting a liquid of bigger refractive index, the modulator did not need a large vibrating amplitude, could achieve the required modulation amplitude and was also conducive to increase modulation frequency.
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